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Delivering exponential value and impact across all of New Zealand

ail



Startup founders are our
ambitious problem solvers

Rapid job
creation 

 
These companies
are doubling and

tripling the number
of people they

employ in the next
18 months.

 

 
Thriving in

uncertain times
 

They are building
enterprise value,
export revenue,

and local
innovative 
know-how.

 

  Outsized
contribution to

govt imperatives  

Productivity, climate
change, wellbeing, 

 industry
transformation

plans, innovative
partnership

programmes 

 
Global

relevance +
leadership

 
Startups ensure
New Zealand's

global relevance
and leadership

on the world
stage
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1,500+ active startups 
 

Achievements in partnership
with government  

150+ accelerator +
incubator grads

 

12+ active VC funds 
 

1000+ angels
 

Nearly $1bn invested
into 1500 deals 

50,000+ future focused
jobs



This is an
inflection point in
history - more
startups and
entrepreneurs are
URGENTLY
needed !!

COVID removed the geographical barrier for
NZ and put New Zealand on the map as a
safe, friendly, and innovative country. 

COVID put NZ on the map

Innovation can solve our greatest problems
while lifting our productivity at the same time as
transforming sectors and industries.

Climate emergency + pressing
global problems 

The world is awash with capital right now. We
need a bigger pipeline of startups to take
advantage of this once in a century opportunity
to leverage Kiwi innovation for a sustainable
future.    

$400bn of global capital



The Vision
In the next ten years we can transform the

New Zealand economy to be a world leader in
sustainable value creation and innovation
grounded in empathy for people and the

planet.



Delivering by 2030 

10,000 active high growth
startups

500,000 future focussed jobs

GDP uplift of $10B+

Carbon neutral economy

Equity and diversity across the
sector

Productivity  uplift

High growth entrepreneurship
becomes part of the Kiwi DNA



It's time to double down
To 10x the impact of Kiwi startups we need to demonstrate

connected, coordinated and consistent policy and
execution leadership.



MINISTER FOR STARTUPS
Championing and promoting startups as fundamental to transforming New Zealand; economically, socially
and environmentally
Ensuring the role of startups is injected and joined up across portfolios and across the economy and at
Cabinet level
Sign off and own the government's overall startup strategy

Recommendation

STARTUP ADVISORY COUNCIL
Via sponsorship and leadership a Startup Council will provide sector perspective on government policy
across portfolios and initiatives
Connecting government to startups and related organisations
A small, focussed, credible, action orientated group, with a secretariat accountable for execution and
leadership



A national startup
strategy.

 Connectivity 

Capability

Capital

Culture

Informed leadership working with the
startup ecosystem to focus on:



Leveraging the right people, purpose and pathways
from idea to impact to achieve our long term goals  

Long term prosperity
based on local
innovation

Economy

Rising to the the
seminal challenges
facing our country
and the planet

Sustainability

Supporting greater
equity and diversity
(regional, gender,
Māori/Pasifika)

Society

Met by a nation of
educated and eager
entrepreneurs and
problem solvers

Culture



Today's startups = tomorrow's
iconic Kiwi businesses.  

 
 Our future creating value now!  

 



Thank you 
 

Dave Moskovitz, Chair, Global
Entrepreneurship Network, NZ

John-Daniel Trask, Founder &
CEO, Raygun

Suse Reynolds, Executive Chair,
Angel Association of New Zealand

Marcel van den Assum, Chair,
Sprout Agritech

Marian Johnson, Chief Awesome
Officer, MInistry of Awesome


